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Dear Reader,
From a ‘modeling-centric’ technology to
an ‘information-centric’ approach,
‘Building Information Modeling (BIM)’ has
evolved into a new direction over the past
few years. BIM management strategy
now more than ever needs to balance the
demand and supply of information at
every stage in the project. The challenge
to a BIM Manager here is to identify ‘how
much information is enough’, as its
definition varies among different
stakeholders and their limited roles in
different project phases. The answer lies
in developing a suitable level of detail for
building information modeling that
integrates the context of different project
phases.

www.excelize.com is now more useful and friendly
with interesting articles, newsletters, portfolio
samples, testimonials and more.
“The BIG 5 Construct India 2013”

Excelize recently presented as a BIM Expert at “The BIG 5 Construct India 2013”

.

Mrs. Sonali Dhopte—Director, Excelize was selected to speak and
present on the topic ‘BIM adoption and Implementation paving the way for Architects and Developers’.

In a presentation on BIM adoption made by Sonali Dhopte of
Excelize Group, Jaimin Desai and Amit Mehrotra of Tata Housing
Development Company, it was pointed out that 91% of large and
Residential Development @ Gurgaon
small projects in India are delayed while 94% exceed their budgets
and 92% of the first time customers don't wish to use the same conA well known Construction company based out of Mumbai has taken
tractor or builder. He suggested that BIM technology is the need of
Excelize on Board as BIM consultant for their Premium Residential Dethe hour and would make a significant impact on project implemenvelopment Project. This project is spread approximately across 21 acres
tation and management. He called for increased support for BIM
of land , comprising of 7 High-rise & 10 Mid-rise towers. Apart from
deployment with recognized training and certification programmes
3D, 4D, 5D, CDR & BOQ’s provided Excelize will also be generating a
walkthrough for this project.

Courtesy : India News & Times.
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(Director Excelize )
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Architecture & Design Summit
Nasik Chapter
Sonali Dhopte, Founder & Director of
Excelize participated in the Architecture &
Design Summit – Nasik Chapter on the
22nd of August 2013 in Nasik.
As a Closing Key speaker she put light
on the topic – Designs for Success –
Where she demonstrated case studies on
benefits of Building Information
Modeling. (BIM)
Pics .of Nasik & Mumbai Event.
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